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Edwards proposes new rush alcohol policy

v
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By

-

c

Meryem Ersoz

Dean of Students Thomas Edwards
presented a proposed Kenyon College
Alcohol Policy, which is intended to
the focus on alcohol at rush
Council,
parties, to the
last Monday.
The need for an official statement
by the College on the dispensation of
alcohol at parties was prompted by
changes in Ohio State laws and by a
growing concern that colleges and college administrators have with liability.
Civil suits which blame the negligence
of colleges or the officers connected
with the colleges have "increased 400
in recent years," according to Edwards.
Kenyon itself was recently sued by a
former student who sustained an injury
accident while he
in an alcohol-relateo
a
sponsored by
attending
was
party
J
t; Alpha Delta Phi (Kenyon won the deci- sion).
o
According to Edwards, the Senate
constitution states that the IFC is expected to submit proposals for the rush
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Chris Cunningham

winning the triathlon. Story page five

P.E. requirement does not pass committee
By

Mary Chalmers

Physical Education Department has recently proposed the addition
of a physical education
requirement
which has stirred much controversy. The
proposal calls for freshmen students to
complete two of three seven-wee- k
sessions of physical education. Participation in two seasons of varsity sports or a
dance laboratory course would also fulfill this requirement. However, club or
intramural sports will not count since
the main objective of the proposed requirement is to educate students to the
value of physical activity and to instruct
the correct skills.
The proposal was first presented to
the Faculty Academic
Policy Commit
tee. Several years ago, the faculty nar- The

rowly defeated a similar motion calling
for physical education classes to receive
credit. (The vote was 52 in favor, but
60 was needed to pass). Thus, when
the new motion appeared, some students
thought that it would quickly pass in a
faculty vote, since it no longer stipulated
that the classes would carry academic
credit.
Many students opposed the proposal, as evidenced by the Collegian
editorial, Student Council discussion,
and a petition against the change bearing
599 student signatures. The petition recognizes that "the academic facilities at
Kenyon are obviously of high quality
and should be taken advantage of by
students" and that physical education

Judicial Board changes debated
By Rik Kleinfeldt
The Senate, over the past couple
f months,
has been considering
Ganges in the structure of the Judicial
Board.

Prompted by the proposals of
Students Thomas Edwards, the
hdy is now in the process of turning
the
proposed changes into legislation,
35 it has
passed all votes so far.
These proposals involve several
changes. First, if the student chooses
to
have the dean hear the case, the dean
fay ask members of the Judicial Board
t0 sit in
on the hearing without having
Power of vote or ultimate decision.
The proposal also suggests that a
case must be
heard within 14 days of
he time
at which the dean refers the
case to the
board.
The change that is believed to be the
mst important and
is the
creation of judicial "panels". These will
h
made up of two students and a faculty
member. If the infraction does not fall
'"to one of
several categories listed in
legislation, then the case will be
heard by a
panel comprised of regular
JudiciaJ Board
members. All serious infractions go
directly to the Board. This,
says
Edwards, is in the interest of "expe- diem lCy,
and that he would hope that
Dean of

far-reachi- ng

the Judicial Board backlog would be
taken care of. He cites cases this year
that have taken 50 to 60 days to be heard.
Senator Mary Chalmers feels that
this long wait is unfair to students who
are accused. Edwards says that the purpose of the board, which is to educate,
is not aided by the long delay that ensues.

A matter that has caused the most
discussion about the proposed legislation is a clause giving "the dean and the

...

an opportunity to
student observer
ask substantive and procedural questions
before the board deliberates the case."
In the past, the dean and this student
observer (the Student Council vice president) have had no voice whatsoever.
Some members of Senate feel that this
measure is detrimental to the choice that
is given to students, on whether to go
before the Judicial Board or the deans.
Edwards stresses that the proposal
does not call for the dean or the student
observer to vote or participate in the deliberation; rather, they would be "invited
to ask relevant questions." He goes on
to say that the "free and open inquiry"
that his proposal would provide would
be beneficial rather than detrimental to
the goals of the court.
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may be "a legitimate aspect of a liberal
arts education." However, it strongly rejects the notion that students be required
to participate in physical education. It
states that "any new requirement . .
would subvert the tradition of liberal arts
at Kenyon," where "requirements of any
kind
have been kept to an absolute
minimum." The petition states that if
see P.E. page three
.

program for annual review. This procedure has been neglected for the past two
years. Edwards claims that this procedure cannot be taken for granted because
changing attitudes and social conditions
make the examination and review of rush
necessary. Edwards says that the present
system of carding has proved "useless" in curbing the problem of underage drinking at fraternity parties. He
sees the Kenyon College Alcohol Policy
as "an alternative to the ultimate
dry
rush." The policy is intended to
the role of beer and drinking at
parties.
The policy suggests that "the supply
beverages must last as
of
long as the supply of alcoholic beverages." Edwards wants to see the role of
beverages at fratnerity
parties magnified. He wants alternative
beverages to be "just as prominent" and
"available for just as long as the beer"
rather than just a token gesture.
The policy also proposes that the
IFC sponsor a "campus lecture" that
must be attended by all members of the
IFC and all fraternity officers, featuring
an attomey-at-lawho will speak about
legal issues related to fraternities, especially those involved with alcohol related liability cases."
The policy also asks for a statement
which outlines the fraternity's alcohol
policies and procedures. The statement
is to be signed and filed with the office
of the Assistant Dean of Student Residences. Edwards warned the IFC that
"once they're on file, they can come
back to haunt you." The intent of this

.

policy is to hold fraternities accountable
within College jurisdiction.
g
In addition to enforcing the
per party limit which is already recognized by the IFC, Edwards hopes that
the proposed Kenyon College Alcohol
Policy will impose a limit on the
"cumulative amount" of alcohol which
is available on campus on a given party
evening. Nine fraternities and living
g
societies with a
ceiling means
that a potential of 54 kegs in a single
evening may be available. Edwards
wants to lower that figure by restricting
the number of parties on a given evening. He wants to regulate the total quantity of alcohol available on campus in
addition to controlling the limits on individual fraternities. Advance scheduling of rush parties is intended to avoid
confusion in this matter.
In addition to these changes, the
new policy calls for "two representatives
of the IFC who are not affiliated with
the fraternity sponsoring the party" to
monitor parties and insure that the
amount and manner of dispensing alcohol adheres to the guidelines of the
alcohol policy.
Members of the IFC did not seem
outwardly opposed to most of the general changes outlined above, although
there was some concern expressed over
the actual wording of the policy. Also,
certain details of the policy merit some
additional discussion. The policy will
be submitted to review by the trustees
this Thursday evening and passed on for
Senate review and possible adoption by
May 1st.
six-ke-
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Peace coalition goes to Washington D.C.
By Paul Singer
Last weekend, 35 Kenyon students
travelled to Washington D.C. to express
their dissatisfaction with Reagan administration policies in Central America and
South Africa, and to lobby Congressional representatives to vote for specific
arms control legislation.
The first group of ten Kenyon students left Wednesday night to participate
in the 1985 University Lobby to End the
Arms Race. This event was sponsored
and organized by United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War (UCAM) and Yale
Students for Nuclear Disarmament
(YSND). The Kenyon campus was organized by the Kenyon Peace Coalition.
A total of 100 students from 32 states
and over 100 campuses met with their
congresspersons and senators to urge
them to vote to decrease funding of the
MX missile, the Trident D-- and Pershing II missies, and the Strategic Defense
Initiative ("Star Wars") programs.
Legislators were also encouraged
to support a comprehensive, bilateral
nuclear freeze and a "pause while we
talk" resolution to halt production and
deployment of nuclear weapons while
the Geneva Arms Control talks continue.
The turnout for this event made it
the largest student lobby since the Vietnam War ended. Students came from
as far away as Texas, Utah, and Colorado to meet with their legislators.
Ohio sent approximately 60 lobbyists
from across the state.
1

5

Kenyon's lobbyists split themselves up, with six meeting with Congressman Michael Oxley's aide (Jon
Ziss) and the other four split between
Senator Metzenbaum and an aide to Senator Glenn. The delegation to Oxley's
office had an interesting meeting with
Ziss. He seemed receptive to the ideas
the students expressed and was truly interested in discussing the issues at hand.
The Kenyon students could not meet

with the congressman himself because,
they were told, he was in Ohio. Curiously though, he walked into the office
while the Kenyon students were there, said
hello, and left. The Kenyon team did
not get a chance to express their opinions
directly to the congressman, but they
left him some information on issues at
hand and a position paper outlining their
views.
see PEACE page three

Journal plight told to press
By Michael Pierce
The Cambier Journal held a press
conference Tuesday (The Collegian was
not invited) to discuss the issues raised
in the Journal throughout this year, according to former
Peter McFadden.
Holding the press conference "is
not vindictive. We look at it as getting
out important information about the Colof the
. with the best interest
lege
College in mind," said McFadden who
made the distinction between Kenyon
College and its administration. McFadden said that he is critical of the administration, but not Kenyon.
"I actually meant to. I forgot," said
former
Jeffrey
Smith responding to why the Collegian
was not invited. Although only three reporters (from the Mount Vernon News,
the Mansfield News Journal and Kenyon
Public Affairs) were at the press conference, there was an article in Tuesday's
co-editor-in-c-

.

.

co-editor-in-c-

hief

hief

Columbus Citizen Journal about the
plight of McFadden.
The Columbus paper reported that
McFadden "objects to a liberal
that does not sufficiently air
conservative viewpoints" and McFadden charged that the administration
wants "people graduating with a certain
viewpoint."
The Citizen Journal reported that
"Kenyon President Philip H. Jordan Jr.
laughed when told of McFadden's
charges 'I'm aware of his point of view,'
he said."
In other Journal news President Jordan turned down the appeal of McFadden and Smith seeking to overturn
Media Board's decision to dismiss them.
Jordan told McFadden and Smith that
there was "no basis in error to overturn
the determination of the Media Board
in your case."
The Journal hopes to publish an
issue during finals week under the direcd
editor Tod Brokaw.
tion of
y
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Changes raise questions
The recently proposed changes regarding the campus Judical Board
raise some very important questions that need to be addressed before the
Senate votes on the proposals for a second and final time.
Among the possible changes are the creation of judicial panels to hear
cases referred to the board, the freedom for deans to pass
judgment immediately if the sentence is judged to be no more than a written
warning, and the opportunity for the deans and the Student Council vice
president to take a more active role in the proceedings of the Judicial Board.
It is this last proposal that concerns us the most.
While the argument that the experience of the dean in handling judicial
careful
matters should be better utilized by the board is valid, there must be
Kenyon
the
and
peers
trial
by
of
consideration of the underlying principle
commitment to this principle.
Students and faculty are not always the best informed persons when it
comes to adjudicatory matters. The deans, on the other hand, have both
training and experience in student disciplinary matters and are a valuable
asset to the process of student courts as it exists at Kenyon. Thus, their input
to the Judicial Board is vital to increased communication and a better system,
both in terms of fairness and expediency.
The problem with the proposal as it now stands is that it does not limit
the precise role that the dean and the vice president will fill. Instead the
issue is left too vague and needs to be defined more thoroughly before it
can be implemented. The Judicial Board is meant to serve as an alternative
to the dean's office on judicial matters.
More work needs to be done to allow the dean's experience to assist
the board without infringing upon the rights of the board to follow a course
independent of the dean.
us
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See more letters
on page six

Some important clarifications
To the Editor:
Last week's Collegian editorial
suggests that I owe the community "some
explanation" of the current controversy
between the Political Science Department and the administration. Because
our complaint is now under formal consideration by the Faculty Affairs Committee, I have sought to avoid public
argumentation which could have the effect of circumventing and denigrating
the deliberations of that body. It would
be improper for me (or any of the parties)
to grant an interview or otherwise seek
to agitate in the press concerning specific claims or factual details upon which
hearings are being held by the appropriate agency of the faculty. But I must
try to respond to your legitimate request
for some clarification of the "broader
issues."
.) The International Relations position. The department's first choice declined to accept the position. The administration vetoed the candidate who was
the second choice of both the department
(by a large majority) and the students
who were involved in the search. In our
lew, the reasons the administration has
seen fit to offer for thusly overriding our
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professional judgment, and our students' judgment, simply do not hold up.
Furthermore, the provost subsequently
refused to consider my suggestion that
we hire a person to cover some of the
International Relations courses until a
search is comsuccessful tenure-trac- k
pleted next year.
2.) Refusal to fill the visiting position now occupied by Charles and Leslie Rubin. This decision of the provost
was announced to me very late in the
year (March 26). In view of the problem
we already faced from the loss of one
position, I asked the provost to explain
the educational justification for nonrenewal of the Rubins. Here I can only
indicate that such arguments as I received leave me (and my colleagues)
completely unpersuaded that this action
is justified by genuine educational

1

The
Kenyon

-

To the Editor,
I wish to call to the attention of the
work
College the fine spring clean-u- p
accomplished by some thirty energetic
students under the leadership of Jamie
Norton, '87, and the sponsorship of the
Interfraternity Council on Middle Path
Day. These determined volunteers contributed their labor from noon until three
p.m., in rain, sleet and high winds, to
clean College Park from Old Kenyon to
the entrance gates. They raked gravel
from the grass back onto paths, picked
up litter and broken glass, and removed
leaves left over from fall.
Dean Dulaney, Grounds Manager
for the College, has described them as
"the hardest working group we have
had," and he believes that fraternity support for Middle Path Day this year promises even greater success in future years.
I want to congratulate the Interfraternity
Council, Jamie Norton, and the workers
who turned out for Middle Path Day this
year and thank them publicly for contributing to the beauty of our campus in
the spring.
Sincerely,
Philip H. Jordan, Jr.

3.) A long history of

tension

b-

etween the department and the administration over hiring. Last year the administration
vetoed the department's favored candidate for the International
Re-latio-

ns

position and terminated the
search. For several years we have
what we are compelled to regard as continuing administrative pressure in our hiring decisions. On seven!
occasions we have tried to resolve
issues by compromise, but accommodation now seems impossible. Therefore,
we have asked the Faculty Affairs Committee to consider the limits of the administration's role in the hiring proce
and issues of academic freedom which
we believe are raised by this situation

ed

et-perienc-

so-call- ed

LiKfc-

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. All submissions must be signed and
typed, double spaced. The editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining
the original intent of the submission.

Nothing to correct
Julie Soloway and sophomore Rick Brown, unhappy with the way their
case was stated in both the Student Council minutes and last week's Collegian
news story, spent time at Gund last Friday during dinner hours distributing
"Jazz Corrections." Claiming that Brown was misquoted
a sheet of
in several cases, it seems that the authors wanted to set the record straight.
the facts in
What we feel that they wanted to do, however, was
phrases of their own choosing and thus, much more to their liking.
The facts of the Collegian news story stand, even in light of the music
students' published rebuttal. Brown was quoted correctly, even if he did not
appreciate the way his statements read. What Brown, Warren Teitz, Jo
Child, Jon Wiliams, Dave Sudak and Paul Schnee (the authors of "Jazz
Corrections") accomplished was not a correction of inaccuracies, but rather
a
of facts in a more suitable format from where they stand.
Paul Posnak, Rick Brown and Julie Soloway all recognized the importance of avoiding a misunderstanding where this issue is involved. The "Jazz
Corrections" hand-ohas served to create one. Rather than charge the
Collegian of misquoting and blaming us with getting the story wrong,
the principals involved should have used a much more tactful approach. One
alternative is to present a detailed (and, no doubt, carefully worded) personal
viewpoint as a letter to the editor, such as the one that appears in this issue.
It seems so much less drastic and biting than their first method. Not only
was it uncalled for, but, to borrow a phrase from Posnak, "patently incorrect."

you yw& To

the

Sincerely,
Harry M. Clor
Chair, Department of Political

Women faculty respond to

Science

accusations

To the Editor:
We wonder if the accusations against the administration have achieved
an hysterical. A casej.yj.ppint is the letter from John Palffy '80 which
appeared in the most recent edition of the Collegian.
As women faculty we are very concerned about the accusations that
"the provost has required female professors to deliver lectures on the subject
of feminism and has made conformity to his ideological and intellectual
prejudices a criterion for tenure." We have no knowledge of such events.
If, however, such events have occurred, we would wish to be supportive of
any woman who had been subjected to such pressure. Therefore, we request
that the faculty member(s) who have made these charges come forward to
provide us with specific information.
If no one comes forward to provide such specific information, we have
no choice but to conclude that these charges cannot be substantiated and are
proof of irrational accusations against the administration.
Sincerely,
Judy R. Smith

Barbara S. Andcrcck

Kim McMullcn

Susan

Linda Mcizler

Janis Bell

Harnanne

Mary

Pat Urban

Karen L. Edwards

Dean-Ottin-

g

P.

Cordle

Maryanne C. Ward
Joan Cadden
Jacqueline E Robbins

Claudia

Esshnger
Ryn Edwards
Mills

Dorothy

E.

Jegla

Rita S Kipp

Linda Smolak

Ideology and the College
To the Editor,
Ideology creates a state of affairs
in which otherwise sane individuals
make decisions regarding people, programs, and other matters on the basis of
some grand categorical scheme of oppo-siteThe categories are often irrational,
like Swift's
and
battling over the question of
their respective preferences for breaking
one or the other end of their eggs. Nothing, it seems, could be more absurd.
Yet Swift was a shrewd student of
human nature. His fictional categories
are extremely concrete, and as such,
politically effective. Imagine yourself
weakly protesting before some tribunal
that you never gave it much thought, or
that you always tried to crack your eggs
in the middle.
s.

"Big-Endian-

s"

"Little-Endians-
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We have recently heard accusati
that decisions at Kenyon have
on ideological grounds
conservative and liberal. Our categoric
alas, are not as simple as Swift's.
for whatever reasons they
undertaken, actions will be ju4
in the harsh light of day. Ideas in'
of themselves do not threaten us.
trination rarely accomplishes its
bee-ma-

de
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less-serio-
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be evaluated in the long run for'i
ed
effect upon the College. If the
overstepped
Journal
of the Gambier
what
bounds of truth and discretion,
in
been the cost to the College ten
for
the alumni support, applications
ion, etc.? If the lectureships I"'
mission
what
ram has been liberally biased,
see
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Hettlinger tells story of his years at Kenyon p r
By Brian
After 25

Kearney

four years as chaplain helped redirect
the position and noted that his decision
to come to Kenyon was the best decision
of his life, "besides getting married."
In 1964, the Religion Department
at Kenyon offered a major for the first
time and Hettlinger became a member
years,
of the department for the next
acting as chair for several periods of
time. As a commentary on the change
of mood at Kenyon from 1960 to 1964,
he noted that "even to suggest a religion
major in 1960 at Kenyon would have
caused a riot." The Fine Arts Departments also began offering majors at the
same time.
From 1967 to 1969, Hettlinger and
several other faculty members developed a program entitled "Basic
Courses." Previously, many students
did not participate in the Religion Decourses.
This
partment
new
approach integrated the various departments and "gave religion a chance." As
many students came into contact with it
through Basic Courses. Disorganization
and lack of funding, however, caused
the program to be dropped around 1969.
It was also during the late 1960s
that Hettlinger took an active role in
campus governance, participating on the
FacultyStudent Committee which rewrote the campus constitution and
created the original campus Senate. Noting that the original body was much
more powerful than today's Senate, he
stated that "the faculty basically delegated their power outside curricular matters to that body."
Tne present Senate has lost much of
its previous power due to the junior faculty members tending to replace the
senior members on 'he body, thus giving
the faculty less weight in the group in
acrelation to the administration,
cording to Hettlinger. He also suggested
that the new chaplain selected for next
year be designated as an
member of Senate, creating a firmer link
between the chaplain's office and other
groups on campus.

years of dedicated sevice

Kenyon community. Professor
i,
i&hard F. Hettlinger will retire from
academic scene at the end of the
the

semester. While the retirement
a complete one, Hettlinger
vied that he will be teaching the senior
.ininar in the Integrated Program in
Humane Studies for the next few years.
of his retire-aen- l
In commemoration
and recognizing his many years of
service to Kenyon as College chaplain,
slieion professor, director of IPHS,
leader of intellectual
,nj eeneral
on campus, the faculty held a lunch
earlier today and a new
i, his honor
,ard has been created in his name for
field of IPHS. The
j student in the
Richard F. Hettlinger Prize, given to
ifnior Julia Eastin at this year's Honors
was "quite a pleasant
Dav Ceremony
urprise" to the Kenyon retiree, who had
knowledge of the award until the
convocation last Tuesday.
Stating simply that "it's certainly
Hettlinger
ioi too early to retire,"
his various functions and acuities that he has engaged in while at
kenyon. He is perhaps best known as
ae director of IPHS and as the campus
eipert on sexual matters, presenting his
learly
discussion of this topic to
freshmen
at the beginning of their
wdemic career.
Hettlinger first appeared on the
fenyon scene in 1960, serving as chap-s- i
utrent

iiechnieallv

1
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de-aib-
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of the College, a position which he noted
us not looked upon very highly at that

chapel had been
so students and (acuity
alike still had some negative
thoughts
about the chaplaincy
on their minds
tram the previous years.
Prior to his
entry
onto
the
Kenyon
scene,
ie
had been
teaching at various
ieminaries in Canada and England.
Despite the fact that the studetn
dy and the faculty "made a career
ng skeptical, Hettlinger said that his

jme.

Mandatory

rec-

ently abolished,

ex-offic- io

of

Physical

1

After several years of success, the
College decided that students participating in the seminar needed more "core"
studies in the first years of Kenyon to
better prepare them for an intensive
study of the subjects. It was this need
for more understanding of authors such
as John Locke, Friedrich Nietzsche, and
s
Rousseau which served as
the impetus for the founding of IPHS.
In 1975, a grant by the Lily Foundation supplied a quarter of a million
dollarts for the renovation of Timberlake
House, start-ucosts for the prgram and
e
six
faculty salaries for three
years. Hettlinger served as director of
IPHS from the beginning of the program, leaving his position in the Religion
Department.
In 1978, the grant was not renewed
and the faculty was technically cut to
e
two
positions. "In effect the
Trustees agreed to add two new members to faculty." Since the funding for
these new positions had to come from
the College budget, Hettlinger said he
was pleased to see that the faculty supported the new department, even though
it might have meant fewer resources
available for their own departments and
activities.
Jean-Jacque-

full-tim-

Along these lines, Hettlinger noted
that any time a new program or course
is developed at Kenyon, the faculty must
forego other benefits that could be more
useful to their own departments or disciplines. He praised the unselfish devotion of the faculty on matters such as
the development of IPHS and other interdisciplinary programs.
Without any hesitation the director

of Kenyon's interdisciplinary program
stated that "IPHS has been the most
fruitful teaching experience of my whole
career." Involved in teaching from 1946
until the present, Hettlinger has added
a new approach to the liberal arts in
general and the Kenyon tradition in particular for the most part through IPHS
.

Education question persists

from page one
proposal is approved it will become
The ONLY department
requirement in

high school gym class, and find that
physical activity in at least one of its
the entire College." Brian Kearney, one
various forms is actually enjoyable and
of the organizers
of the petition claimed beneficial.
that one main
problem with the proposal
These issues were discussed Tuesthe precedent that will be set. He
day morning in Academic Policy Comues that physical education would becmittee composed of both faculty and stuome a departmental requirement, then
dents, although no motion or recommenhat would keep other departments
dation was made. There were varying
from asking
for similar requirements.
degrees of opposition and support, but
On the other side, students have
Collings, chair of the committee,
also
expressed opinions favorable to the felt it safe to say that overall, the comproposal.
Several seniors have wished
mittee had "severe misgivings" about
tat "I had gone down there to Ernst"
the notion of a requirement for physical
bile at Kenyon, implying that a physieducation, at least at this stage in the
cal education requirement would have
discussion. He quickly added, though,
?W them
to participate in organized
that for the most part the committee
physical activity. Often in the first year
members support the Physical Education
students avoid extracurricular
commitmDepartment's aims, claiming that the
ents in order to settle into academics
Physical Education Department did sinfat. However, many who do participate
cerely have the students' interests at heart
sports find that they do better in their
and were willing to work with the propstudies because they have gotten away
osal. Some members were not certain
'rom them
and released pent up energy that the students and faculty actually had
a productive
way. For many, it may enough information to discuss the issue
Estill that
preconceived notion from anDronriatelv. One possibility men
is

arg-

in

81

tioned to address this problem was the
notion of, not a trial period, but a demonstration period. Perhaps a session
could be run just as it would be if the
proposal were passed, but soley with the
intent to find out the problems and benefits as students saw them after having
actually participated in the program.
This suggestion was not discussed
at great length and no recommendation
on its merits was made. Currently, Mr.

Collings will only make a report to the
next faculty meeting about what was discussed in Academic Policy. He will
make no motion or recommendation. If
an individual so chooses he or she may
make a motion to address this proposal.
Then questions and answers and debate
could occur. However, as with all motions before the faculty, one month must
elapse after a motion's introduction before a vote can take place. Therefore,
given the lateness of the year, it is unlikely that a vote will be taken before
next fall.

Peaceniks go to Washington & march
"Mnued from page one
Many of Thursday's

lobbyists also
demonstration in front of
e South
African embassy on Friday to
"Press their
opposition to the apartheid
pol,cies
of the South African govem-rneand the Reagan Administration's
1lcy of "constructive
engagement" in
'country. It should be noted that this
as
not a rally to simply
propose di
of American assets in South Af-cThe wisdom
and effectiveness of
alMicy are still under discussion.
was definitely an issue at this
'mnstration, but it seemed that the
re
definitive policy statement was for
end to
constructive engagement
lc,i
many feel does nothing to end
6
eonnr0:
ri"voMUn or tne black majority at
4e
hand: s
of the white minority, and in
'PPeared
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fact lends America's tacit support to
those policies.
By Saturday the rest of Kenyon's
representatives had arrived and it was
time for the centerpiece of the weekend,
A crowd of 100,000 gathered at the ellipse and marched around the White
House and down Pennsylvania Avenue
to the Capitol. There a number of speakers made their pleas for "Peace, Jobs,
and Justice," the theme of the weekend's
events. Jesse Jackson delivered the
keynote speech, in which he called for
an end to the "madness" which allows
apartheid policies. Central American
n
dollar arms
violence, and a
race to continue. "I know it's dark,
brothers and sisters," he said, "but don't
you despair. I know the morning is com
multi-billio-

1

p

full-tim-

xntinucd
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f

ing soon." And the 100,000 people on
the Capitol lawn agreed.
But it seems that the lobbying effort
and the rallies were not in themselves
the most significant parts of this
weekend. What really determined the
"success" of the weekend and what
seems to have most chance to make a
lasting impact is the fact that students
from across the country got to meet and
exchange ideas, initiatives and information. The Kenyon delegation collected
more than 25 addresses of college peace
groups across the nation, and plans to
compile a mailing list so that a greater
communication can take place between
campuses, and hopefully, a heightened
awareness of all students on the issue
which concern the nation and the world.

Professor Richurd Hctllinger
it was about 1970 when Hettlinger

and several colleagues began to create
the prototype for the Integrated Program in Humane Studies. Kenyon professors Michael
Evans and Robert
Goodhand worked with Hettlinger to
develop
an interdiciplinary
senior
seminar.
When IPHS was first constituted in
1975, it was one of the original programs
of its type in the country. Other integrated disciplines were offered at such
places as St. John's and Western College
of Miami (Ohio) University, but the concept itself was not that widespread.
In 1978, Professor Hettlinger was
a founding member of the Association
orfor Integrative Studies, a nation-wid- e
ganization designed to explore the field
of interdisciplinary studies. At that time,
said Hettlinger, only about 25 such programs existed. Today the number is growing at a steady rate.
The director is quick to point out,
however, that Kenyon's program is
unique from any other for one very important reason, namely the individual
tutorial sessions. Noting that the idea
for tutorials came from the OxfordCambridge tradition, Hettlinger stressed the
differences involved between tutorials
with three to five students and the Kenyon individual sessions. In addition,
IPHS tutorials compare two texts and
allow the student to approach the question from their own angle, subjecting
the professor to new ideas instead of
papers that repeat what was said in lecture.
Hettlinger said the he has "begun
to realize just how much we're demanding of our students." The comparison of
two texts, he believes, sets the IPHS
program in particular above others like
it and also allows a more broad approach
to the issues involved. Because the
British system of education is too structured, he feels that "in many respects
American higher education is superior
to British."
The structure of IPHS has not
changed drastically since its creation in
1975. The faculty rotation (except for
the director) in and out of the program
allows both for fresh ideas and perspectives within the seminars and lectures
and also assists many faculty members
with their teaching after they return to
e
that departments. Thus,
their
the program really serves student and
faculty interests in the academic sphere.
Hettlinger did note, however, that
the faculty rotation tends to be limited
to tenured faculty or those on a visiting
status, since professors in a tenure-trac- k
position feel that a decision to enter
IPHS might reflect negatively on their
chances for tenure.
He also pointed out that although
no student has ever been turned down
who wanted to enter the program, next
year may be the first time that selective
measures will have to be implemented.
The interest in the program is stronger
than ever among prospective students
and parents. This fact, along with the
decision to let students enter every year
instead of every other year, may increase
the demand on the department and allow
for further expansion of the personnel.
full-tim-

A main reason for retirement,
Hettlinger stated, was the desire to "give
adequate attention to the senior seminar." Between administrating IPHS and

teaching in the first two year's sections,
he feels that he has little time to devote
the needed time to the final year of the
program. Since he will return in the
1986-8school year to teach the senior
seminar, he will be able to spend all of
his energies on this one task.
7

His retirement is technically a comat what
plete one, but he will be
would be beginning pay for 'A work
load. He said he would like to spend
more individual time with the students
in the seminar, instead of just meeting
once a week with the entire group.
Hettlinger has also been very interested and involved in the field of sexual relations among college students.
Since coming to Kenyon in 1960 as
chaplain, he has lectured numerous
times on the subject and published several books in the field.
Upon arriving in I960, he said, the
atmosphere at Kenyon and his own personal views were still relatively strict
compared to today on the subject of sexuality. Through his casual relations with
students, he said that he began to realize
that any discussion of student personal
religious matters would have necessarily
involved sexuality.
A series of lectures, attended by a
large proportion of the campus, were
subsequently mimeographed and sold to
students under the heading; "Sex: 250."
Kenyon's student population being only
about 500 at the time, the manuscripts
sold 400 copies. They eventually formed
the basis for Hettlinger's first book. Living With Sex, published in 9Co. The
book was widely acclaimed and soon he
found himself labeled an "expert" in the
field and began lecturing on various
campuses.
Several other books followed, including Growing Up With Sex, Sex Isn 't
That Simple, Your Sexual Freedom, and
Human Sexuality. Many lectures both
at Kenyon and other places accompanied
these books, including his yearly discuswith
sion of sexual responsibility
freshmen. All told, Hettlinger estimated
that close to a quarter of a million copies
of his works have been sold.
Hettlinger also noted, however,
that he "has published in less erotic
areas." His latest effort, Exploring
Values is part of a series developed by
the National Council of the Aging and
funded by the National Endowment for
the Humanities. The series of books are
designed for senior citizen groups to discuss ethical and social issues that confront them.
Noting that this series is the "first
real attempt to do something for seniors
besides entertain them," Hettlinger
added, somewhat humorously, that he
"moved over, appropriately, from sex
to the senior citizen" in his writings.
Exploring Values is not presently for
sale, because royalties for the works
used in the text would make the venture
Instead the books are
sent to senior citizen groups around the
country for their own use.
Concerning the future, the active
Kenyon ethusiast stated that, "I'm rather
looking forward to not having any deadlines." He plans to remain in Gambier,
teaching the IPHS senior seminar and
working on a series of articles which
may eventually form a new book in the
area of ethics.
re-hir- ed
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Dancers promise an energetic performanc
High energy is a key element in
any good production, but in future years
it may be difficult to match the level of
energy being put out by the dancers involved in this year's Spring Dance Concert running Friday and Saturday, April
26 and 27 at 8:00 in the Bolton Theatre.
At a rehearsal last Thursday night
the dancers prepared to go to OSU Mansfield campus to partake in the Arts Festival on April 21. This festival is a big
step for Kenyon dance as the dancers
were specially invited to attend.
For the show in Mansfield, Kenyon
performed seven of the ten pieces schedV
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David Johansen

Johansen to play
By Bob

Warburton

Rock star David Johansen, scheduled to play at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday,
April 27, will be headlining this year's
in the south quad.
Summer Send-Of- f
"I think it'll be one of the most
exciting shows Kenyon has seen in a
long time," Social Board member Ken
Kreider said.
Johansen will be preceeded on
stage by Cleveland folk singer Alex
Bevan, the Cigarettes, along with
a blues band based in the
Washington D.C. area and the popular
Cleveland reggae band Ital.
"Considering our small budget, I
think we've done really well," Kreider
Night-hawk-

s,

Send-Of-

f

uled to appear on the Bolton stage
tomorrow night. The music ranges
from Gang of Four and Laurie Anderson
to the King himself, Elvis Presley.
Choreographers include both faculty
member Maggie Patton and
Marcus Schulkind, as well as
students Emiko Ohki, Kyle Primous,
Jennifer Mizenko, Sally Hatch and Jennifer Russell.
Artist-in-Residen-

said. As in past years, Summer Send-Of- f
will also include the ARA picnic outdoors and a beer truck. The rain site will
again be the Emst Center.
As the leader of the New York
Dolls, Johansen was in the forefront of
k
glamour rock scene during
the
the early 1970s. He is presently a staple
of the East Coast club scene after opening for such acts as the Who and the
Rolling Stones in the early 80s. He had
a hit with his live "Animals" medley from
his 1982 Live it Up album.
"He was available at the time and
we landed him," Kreider added, noting
that he will be paid S4000 for the Kenyon show.
pre-pun-

A piece by Kyle Primous entitled

"Better

Thursday 425

combines

Good,"

than

the

8:00 - Movie Purple Rain - Peirce
10:00 - D.J.s BarlowPeirce - Free popcorn

11:00 - Close The Cigarettes (formerly the Spatulas)

Creekers Sing
on

426

. .

.

The Owl Creek Singers will present their spring concert

at 6:30 p.m. in Rosse.

The Spring Dance Concert is an invitation for all to see
Kenyon dance at its finest. 427 & 428 at 8 p.m. in the Bolton. Tickets are
available now.
The Spanish Drama Workshop will preHispanic Afternoon in Gund
sent several short plays (some written by students) on Sunday. Dancing,
pinatas and Spanish food will add to the festivities. All are welcome to come

Spring Dance

. . .

...

428 at 2 p.m.
Through this week the works of students w ho were awarded
the Honors Day Prizes in art will be exhibited. In the Colbum.
Anger talk . . . "Anger and How to Deal with It" will be the subject of the
Women's Open Dialogue. 428 at 3:30 p.m. In the Women's Center.
The Video Aerobics Club meets Monday, Wednesday
Video Aerobics
and Friday at 4; 15 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in theK.C.
Yoga in the cottage . . . Yoga is happening every Monday from 5 p.m.
until 6 p.m. in Weaver Cottage.
Carter's farewell . . . Stephanie Carter, soprano, will present a Faculty
Recital in Rosse Hall on Sunday 428 at 4:00 p.m. This will be her last
y ole!

and enjoy

. . .

Happeneds
428
430
train

Monday 429 (Gund Sweet Cafe)
8:00 - 11:00 Toddie Soule

Spring forward.
Casey Jones killed at Vaughan, Mississippi, while "driving that
1900.
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Our New Menu is Coming

Are you
feeling funny?

$4 OFF SHTSRTS

v

$5 OFF JEANS
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The Collegian is accepting submissions for
the humor issue, which
will come out during finals week. All stories
and ideas will be considered. Some possibilities
include: irreverent news
stories, zany movie and
play reviews,
sports
spoofs and those
"classic" photos.
be
can
Submissions
dropped off at the Collegian office in Peirce Hall
or in our box in the SAC.
Questions may be addressed to Bob at PBX
2608 or Melinda at PBX
2482.
lar
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8:00 - movie The Big Chill - Wiliam Hurt

tions of head and hand giving it
what of an eerie and entrancing qUin.
Jennifer Mizenko's piece is en;
"The Playground", choreograph
music composed by her brother
Mizenko. The dance is light and
compared to the intense and drar
quality of some of the other
mances. The stage is overtaken b
dren playing everyday children's
with the endless energy and enthuo,
which makes this piece happy ar,j
freshing.
I

cap-'.- !
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On a more serious note, KyleP-o-us
performs a solo to the music oft
Fogelberg. This piece is beact-graceful and sensitive. It shows inible flexibility and control on rYc
part, and embodies a nicely deveb f
flowing quality. Aside from hiscr.
the fall with Petroushka' and
of a Faun" this may be the
piece of work that Primous has do;
j

!

c-
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To put a finishing touch on the
Maggie Patton chcr:
formance,
raphed a dance to seven songs b; I
Presley and it is really something sp:
to watch. As the lights go up and
music begins, the dancers, dresa
jeans and white oxfords, start dr.;
Elvis-styl-

e.

Perhaps one of the

funniest

sec:

in this dance collection is a trio of ;
dressed in poodle skirts going cm; : :;
Elvis singing "Heartbreak H::

Also being performed for the ::
cert are two solos choreographed arc ::
'
formed by Marcus Schulkind, ok
which will be a premier, and an:: :
piece by Jennifer Russell entitled
tingency".
The very creative lighting a:
signed by "Mr. Ashford Memorial CJ
himself, John Ebbert. Colorful
imaginative costumes weredesigre;-BonitShelby except for those
"Graceland Suite which were i-- :
by Anita Koltiska. The sound wasi-- .
by Aaron Rice.
As you might have guessed. :j
Dance Concert, opening thisFndi;-:Saturday promises to be quite an ec,
of entertainment. Tickets are on
now in the Bolton Box Office.
"C
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Tuesday 430

$3 OFF BJ.OU
SWEATER

e,

performance at Kenyon.

Friday 426

$2 OFF EARRINGS
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Artist-in-Residen-

Happenings

Art Honors

Live at the Shoppes

ce

quick, clean movement of dancers dressed in the 1940s style and performed to
the music of "Birdland".
The next piece, choreographed by
Sally Hatch, is called "Shadows" and is
a beautiful sequence of abstract movements involving a lot of back work enabling the dancers to show off great
amounts of flexibility.
The third is "The Scene" by Emiko
Ohki, and is danced to "Woman Town",
by Gang of Four. The piece begins with
a spotlight on a single dancer who begins
way. The light
to move in a robot-lik- e
soon expands to reveal all of the dancers
who remain in constant motion throughout the entire piece much like the parts
of a machine. The piece flows very nicely
and embodies at times a certain
animalistic quality.
Another piece, entitled "Behind the
Curtain", choreographed by
Marcus Schulkind is performed to the music of Laurie Anderson.
This piece involves only the female dancers of the company, and concentrates
on isolated body movement. At the same
time, dancers move in formation as one
large mass. The movement is often
lizard-likwith frequently sharp mo- -

Dr. Zhivago
Directed by David Lean. Starring Omar
Sharif and Geraldine Chaplin. 1965,
197 minutes. Cosponsored by 1PHS.
Yuri Zhivago, an orphan boy
reared by a caring, wealthy family,
grows to be a skilled poet and physician
ducijigjhe tryjyi iimes in Russia from
1905 to 1935. Dr. Zhivago is an intricate
love story which centers around
reaction to the political
Zhivago's
changes evolving in his country.
This film is a fine example of a
novel successfully being made into a
movie. The success is due partially to
the beautiful cinematography and the
immensely high quality acting. Dr.
Zhivago combines all the necessary
qualities of a truly successful movie
about love during these turbulent years
in Russia.
Andrew Hunter

The King and I
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along. Taken from the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical, it concerns a
young schoolteacher (Deborah Kerr)
who becomes a governess to the King
of Siam's (Yul Brynner) children. The
chemistry between Kerr and Brynner is
wonderful; it gives the film a vibrancy
and charm not often equalled. One of
the main assets of the musical is that it
has an actual plot with well fleshed-ou- t
characters, not just production numbers
with filler in between although the
score is good enough to stand on its
own. All in all, The King and I is a high
quality, thoroughly entertaining piece of
T. Soule
work.
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the performance by the struggling r:
the vie
pany. It simultaneously takes
ber;,
into the intriguing relationship
ar
artfulness
Norman and Sir with
Peter
director
tentiveness. As
said: "It's about anybody
utterly devoted to their art."
five Academy Awards, 77iefs
with
combines drama and humor
B
ing intelligence and effect.
-
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Smiles of a

Summer

The Dresser

j

Night

Dirprtprl hv Inpmar Bergman. :
Hi'
Eva Dahlbeck, Ulla Jacobsson,
minutes.
Anderson. 1955, 105
maBergman, the legendary'
-:
Swedish film, demonstrates m.comedy-of- s
once more in this
of
j
Creating an intricate web
pokes fun at the paradoxical,
exploits that separate the "PF'TI
Although
from their servants.
to Je
message here is very similar
Came
j
noir's Rules of the
dehc
with societal structure seeks
only to become more garbled, Bej
lightens much of the viewer's
emphasizing humor (i.e.,
hier
the absurdity of society's
p
and
music,
through comedy,
Murphy
K.
performances.
So--

1

Directed by Peter Yates. Starring Tom
Courtenay and Albert Finney. 1983.
Adapted from the play, The Dresser concerns Sir, a tired, aging, touring
leading his third-rat- e
troupe of Shakespearean actors around
n
a
England in 1942. It is his
somewhat effiminate dresser, Norman,
who must keep Sir going and prepare
him for a performance of King Lear
which he does not wish to do.
The film takes the audience into
and around the theater before and during
actor-manag-

er

,

i

-

bomb-strew-

Directed by Walter Lang. Starring Yul
Brynner, Deborah Kerr. 1956, 133 minutes. To be shown next Wednesday
night.
The King and I is one of the best
screen adaptations of a musical to come
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Cunningham wins triathlon
By Nick Ksenich

athletes and
competed in the first Kenyon
Triathlon this
College
with
Sunday,
senior
Chris
Cunninghpast
am nabbing the top spot for men, and
junior Jeanne Tummel the number one
women's position. In the team events,
Man-ell- a
Tom Creech, Bill Price, and Steve
garnered first for the men, and Kelly
Miller, Aileen Hefferen, and Annette
Laursen took honors for the women.
Although
doubted
some
the
triathlon would be a success, the work
of organizer Tom Freund and some 40
other volunteers, including coaches Jeff
Vennell and Jim Steen, and special help
from Dave Watson, gave the event an
would-be-athlet-

n

Sixty-seve-

Mini-Ironma-

es

n

aura of professionalism. Administration
and
support, superior organization,
competitive comraderie combined to
make the triathlon memorable.
Freund, who put much effort into
supervising the race, organizing entrants, and obtaining sponsors, said that
his greatest satisfaction from the event
came from the enjoyment and enthusiasm he saw displayed by the participants and spectators. The race, an
d
swim,
bike ride,
and
run, which all entrants
completed, was a step toward a sense
of increased community spirit. At the
finish of the race, thoughts immediately
turned to next year's triathlon. Congratulations, and look to next year!
800-yar-

Ten straight for Schneebeck
By
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Both the A and B women's lacrosse
teams met defeat at the hands of Denison
last Wednesday. The A team lost, 14-8.

Moore commented, "I
game on
very
both ends. A couple of mistakes cost
us, and that was a big difference."
Junior Wendy Crabbe led the
Ladies with three goals. Senior captain
e
Emmy Ward and sophomore Hilary
each tallied two, while sophomore
defensive wing Wendy Stetson rounded
out the scoring with one goal. "We
weren't able to capitalize on some of
our shots. If we had, we might have
killed Denison's momentum,"
Moore
Coach

Sandy

think it was a

well-playe- d

high-scorin-

Tummel reaches triathlon Itmsh
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League
It was

just one of those things. Sort

ofagut feeling after Villanova's victory
had settled and the fervor calmed, that
up

upsets which had likewise shaken
the Kenyon men's IM Tourney would

also come to a quiet end.
did. After seeing the top

And end they
seeds in both
Bl and B2 fall in the semifinals to the
bottom seeds in the tournament, it looked
like Cinderella
would steal the show.
Even in the highly volatile A league
where it seemed inevitable that at least
one supset would shatter the seedings,
it surprised a
great deal of people when
toe Runnin'
Dreads knocked off the defending champ Betas to earn one more
shot

at the

top-seed-

D-Ph- is.

ed

The Dreads were hot coming into
the

final. Having backed into
when World's Flying Circus
pulled a classic three-rin- g
nosedive, the
Dreads were riding a tide
of emotion
hat carried them
to a convincing victory
over the Betas.
The Betas never really
kicked their "Get it
and go" offense into
high gear,
and the Dreads got the lead
eaf'y and never looked back. John
Lysakerand Pat Flood were unstoppable
'"side and Jamie
Zahner continually
Punctured a solid Beta defense with his
strong moves to the lane.
The Dreads
now wanted the
. badly.
They got them. Erratic and
e
all season, the
were
Paying in their third straight
championship and had to pull it together
this year to
avoid the stigma of being
e
losers. Senior Brian Brooks
w fired up. He'd
lost two years in a
rw and in his senior season he wouldn't
el
happen again.
If it was Brooks' emotion that got
e team
ready to play, it was the early
Performance of another senior, wayward
Vafsity star John
Riazzi, that really
the
Riazzi popped his first
A-Lea-

ft

The Kenyon men's lacrosse team
split a pair of matches for the fourth
week in a row, losing to Denison
16-- 7
and beating Ashland ColStill unable to reach the .500
lege 18-mark, the Lords' record is now
Last Wednesday at DU, Kenyon
ended its NCAC season at
Head
Coach Bill Heiser commented, "We got
off to a slow start." The Lords were
outscored 0 in the first period, and the
b
halftime score read 10-Heiser also
mentioned that "we had several oppor- ty

2.

Y;

r

Darryl Shankle

Un-versi-

,3

:

4--

5.

1-

-3.

7--

k
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Brian Bohn lakes a shot on goal against Ashland

four jumpers and the
scampered
to an early lead. Without the shooting
touch that carried them over the Betas,
the Dreads struggled early before a John
Keady jumper and a Lysaker turnaround
brought them to within two midway
lead was a
through the half. The
mere three points going into the final
minute when sophomore Matt Schueller
turned in two defensive gems, vaulting
onto a comfortable seven
the
point halftime cushion.
The second half went much like the
first. The Dreads couldn't get the ball to
n
fall and had to switch to a
defense to get the ball back. The
took advantage of the
punching it low to massive Randy Mikes
d
his
who spun, turned, and
way to 10 second half points. All the
Dreads could do as the clock wound
down was foul, but the desperation tactic
did little to alter the outcome. The
hit
of 13 free throws in the secvictory.
ond half, cruising to a
"It's a great feeling," said senior and
first-yeFrank Virnelli.
"After we were past that losing legacy, it's nice to be able to turn it all
around."
D-Ph- is

Hurley

By Bob

the

9--

Basketball wrapup: Delta Phi finally wins the big one

IM
A

The streak, however, unfortunately
came to an end last Saturday in a disappointing hard fought 4 loss to Oberlin.
Despite the loss, this match is indicative
of the improvement that the team has
made this season because last year's
match with Oberlin ended in a 0 defeat. The four winners for the Ladies this
match were Lynne Schneebeck, Becky
Houpt, Caroline Stim in singles and
Kate Simoni and Stim again at 3 doubles. Becky Houpt's match at 3 singles
deserves some notice because in the
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Lacrosse chews up Ashland

n,

8,

Uni-point-
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scored two. Ward also handed out five
assists.
The B team held on to squeak by
OWU,
Kenyon triumphed in an important
matchup against Wooster on Tuesday.
In what can honestly be called the most
exciting game of the season, the Ladies

remarked.

13--

3--

4-a-

For-dyc-

Defensively, freshman goalie Chris
Moyles had ten saves in the Denison
game. She ranks second in the NCAC
overall standings with 73 saves and 55
goals scored against her.
The B team was defeated by the
Denison JV,
Seeking revenge for a previous
loss, the A team decimated Ohio
in a "picture perfect" game

match she fought back after losing the
first set 3 to win convincingly in three
sets. Another noteworthy performance
in the match was Lynne Schneebeck's
straight set win. With the victory, she
raised her undefeated streak at 2 singles to ten straight matches.
Coach
Weitbrecht
commented
about her team's performance this past
week in a row, losing to Denison
about losing such a close match
to Oberlin this weekend, because it was
a match we all thought we could win.
The match could not have been closer,
with the first doubles team
tied
playing to decide the match." She went
on to say that despite the loss, "the team
has made real progress this season and
before the conwith a
ference tournament I feel nothing but
optimism. I feel confident that if we play
up to our capabilities, we can finish in
the top two or three in the conference."
The Ladies will try to return to their
winning ways this Wednesday at home
versus Wittenburg. After this the team
will travel to Denison this weekend for
an important conference match.
6--

10-kilome-

on Saturday. At the half the Ladies were
up 12-and they never looked back.
"We adapted better to the heat. After
conditioning hard on Thursday, we were
able to keep fresh throughout the first
half and they just wilted," Moore said.
Crabbe, Fordyce and Gay Weirdsma
g
share
honors with three
goals each. Ward and Carol Poston each

Lawrence Paolucci

The Kenyon Ladies tennis team
raised their record to
overall and 2
in the NCAC by spliting a pair of conference matches this past week.
The ladies started the week just
where they left off last week trouncing
the College of Wooster last Wednesday
With the victory the team extended
its win streak to four dual matches. In addition to not losing a single match this
day, the team also did not lose a single
set.

Ladies lacrosse defeats Wooster in OT
By Ann Davies
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Bl League
If the Northern Ewes were going
to win anything, much less the
championship, they had to get the ball
in the hands of sharpshooter Dave "Ker-mit- "
Donnell. No doubt about it,
offensive punch sparked a Ewes'
turnaround that saw them squeeze into
the playoffs following a blistering second half of the season. Despite their
surge the Ewes were still decided
underdogs going into the tourney. Two
seed
upsets, including a big win over
Dr. Love and the Interns, paved their
way for a shot at greatness.
In the way, seeking that same unending glory, stood John Dulske's Aerial
Disaster. Disaster, though they had a
B-Lea-

gue

Don-nell-

late-seas-

1

's

on

dry spell in midseason, impressed many
observers as the most cohesive unit in
the league. With no real stars, a solid
bench, senior leadership and tenacious
defense, they had the advantage of being
able to adapt to situations and opponents
without hurting their own game plan.
Having pounded a talented Phi Slamma
Jamma team in the semis. Disaster was
ready to take on the Ewes.
Not surprisingly, as Dulske and
sophomore Jeff Schleich pointed out
after the game, the defensive strategy
for Disaster was to stop, or at least alter,
patented corner jumper.
Donnell's
Whatever they did worked. Donnell had
a tough time in the first half, leaving
the Ewes to rely on an unexpectedly
strong inside game anchored by seniors
Bruce Rutledge and G.O. Moore. While
the Ewes struggled to stay on top of
their game, Disaster was plugging along
playing their steady, predictable, though
not so productive, brand of basketball.
It was close all the way and not until
Tim Rogers assumed dominance in the
middle late in the ballgame did Disaster
know they had it won.
Disaster's seven point victory margin beat the pregame 5
point spread.
"If I'd known that," said referee Chris
Schwarz, "that there was betting, I
mean, I woulda made the game a little
closer." Whether or not any wagering
actually went on is still in question but
in the end it was fine competition and
rabid fan support that stole the evening.
It was left to Ewes' compendium of
eloquence, G.O. Moore, to sum up the
game from his perspective. "Even
though the final score was bogus, man,
we still played like tigers." And isn't
that what it's all about?

':

B2 League
Perhaps the most aptly named
teams in all of basketball collided for
this season's
Championships. The Rabid Dogs, strict adherents
B2-Leag-

ue

to the Moses Malone school of brute
force basketball, had hacked and clawed
their way into the final by defeating
seeded Mephistopheles and the Ivory
Five in what one onlooker termed "a
brutal forty minutes."
Led by the talented junior troika of
Doug Thompson, Dave Lingafelter, and
Bill Mawby, the Dogs relied heavily on
a powerful inside game and an often
terrorizing trap and maul defense to keep
their opponents at bay. Their intensity
level for this season finale was definitely
going to be high.
The Asthmatics, on the other hand,
were fired up in a quieter sort of way.
Seeded second and expected to do well
in the tournament, these seniors did not
disappoint, easing in to the championwin over the Som-fership with a semi-finBehind the often incredible
jumpshooting of Bill Taylor and Jeff
Heller, the Asthmatics were effective
g
appeardespite their sometimes
ance on the court. Indeed, these portly
princes of Primatene hardly seemed the
types to win any major athletic championship, and meeting the Rabid Dogs
in the B2 final was for them a final opportunity to let their raw talent show up
the skeptics.
Not intimidated either by the Dog's
vicious defense or by Larry Shipman's
Marvin Hagler picks, the Asthmatics
played some roughneck ball of their
own. Bulky Tim Stautberg played his
finest game as a Kenyon student, bumping and shoving his way to numerous
rebounds and getting the ball out quickly
on the break. The Dogs never gave up,
though. Even with star David Lingafelter missing the first half, they remained
within four points. The second half was
played just as evenly. In the end it was
Stautberg again, cool as the underside of
a pillow, sinking the clutch free throws
to put the game on the ice. Said
wonderboy Chris Pisano, "Tim
Stautberg may have been awesome, but
Lawrence Shannon is still a god."
1
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tunities to score early but the shots just
didn't fall. If we had scored, it probably
wouldn't have affected the outcome of
the game, but it would have given us a
d
lift."
The Lords finally got on the
scoreboard on a pass from sophomore
Doug Hazel to junior Brian Bohn with
9:52 remaining in the third period. Kenyon actually outscored the Big Red 6
in the second half, but the Lords were
already too far behind.
Hazel finished the game with four
goals and one assist to lead the Lords
in scoring. Brian Bohn netted a goal and
had two assists, while his brother Brad
added another goal. Senior Joel Holmes
scored the Lords' other goal. Having a
hand in one goal each were senior Jim
Ennis and junior Joe Masterson.
Saturday afOn a "picture-perfecternoon (mid 80's, partly cloudy skies,
around 100 fans in the stands), the Lords
did not disappoint anyone in annihilating
the Eagles of Ashland College 18-Kenyon was in control the entire way,
leading 0 after one period, 10-- 2 after
after three. Hazel had
two and, 13-another excellent offensive game, putting four shots past the Eagle goalie and
assisting in five Kenyon scores. Brian
Bohn netted five goals, while Holmes,
Masterson, and Tim Crosby each scored
two.
much-neede-

7--

t"

2.

5--

2

"Ashland wasn't a very strong
team, and what didn't help them at all
was a few injuries to some of their better
player," Coach Heiser noted. "This
game was very good for us in that it
allowed us to play some people who
haven't played much so far this season."
Junior Charlie McClellan scored a goal
and had two assists, and his classmate
Paul Crowley also netted a goal.
Another person who was "impressive"
in his first lengthy playing stint was
freshman Paul Clark. As a defenseman,
Clark cleared the ball well several times
in helping the offense score their last
three goals. When Ashland attempted to
score in the last ten minutes, Clark was
seen "crunching" players trying to score
on at least two different occasions.
With other defensemen playing the
way Clark did, Kenyon's goalies,
freshman Peter Houston and junior Bob
Zaiser, had little trouble in repelling
and seven shots respectively.
Kenyon's last away game will be
in Columbus on Wednesday, April 24
against Ohio State University The
Lords' remaining three games are all at
April 27 against Michigan
home
State, April 30 versus Wittenberg, and
May 3 with Colorado College. If you
haven't seen the Lords play yet, keep
at least one of those dates in mind!
1
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Reactions to letters must be in public form
To the Editor:
We are distressed.
Several weeks ago, we submitted
letters to the editor concerning, respectively, the Women's Studies course and
the removal of the editors of the Gambier
Journal. We received many and varied
reactions to the different points that each
of us addressed in our letters. We obviously welcome such responses, or we
would not have made our views public.
However, we feel that beyond a
"Hey
merely casual student response
that
I liked (or disliked) your letter"
expressed
are
which
views
to
responses
in an open and public forum should be
made in a similarly public forum, not
prviately if for no other reason than common courtesy.
We feel,

to

a certain

extent,

threateneed by the privately expresed
reactions that we received from members of the College staff and of the administration. Having received notes requesting private talks and telephone
calls of a fairly harassing nature, we feel
some trepidation at opening ourselves
up again to these responses.
We made our statements in a public
forum so that members of the Kenyon
community may hear of our views. We
certainly did not expect that everyone
would agree with us, but we did expect
that if there were serious disagreements,
particularly on the part of the administration, that they would respond in kind in
the Collegian.
It is our genuine fear that if this
practice of private response to publicly
aired opinion is not put to a stop now,

Rossman chastises failure to

re-ele- ct

ill-managem-

ent?
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Ideology and
the College

over-worke-

d.

opinions, for fear of being privately attacked by people with opposing views.
We feel that it is especially important
that members of the administration and
College staff become actively involved
in the debates over these types of issues
so that their viewpoints can be made
known to the general community.
We hope that there are other members of our community who feel as we
do, that we have no desire to be in a
community where the public expression
of independent views is discouraged.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Krahnke '87
Mark Moon '88

Joe Lipscomb

for such a vote and abstentions should
To the Editor:
be denied. Under the present system,
I would like to raise a complaint
against Student Council regarding their one vote could decide an election. Is
decision last Sunday not to elect Joe this fair? Should our money suffer from
If Student Council
Lipscomb,
of this year's Student Lectureships Committee, chair of members do not have the time or energy
next year. I believe that their decision or interest to properly handle their rewas irresponsible on two levels and that sponsibilities, they should quit or relinnext year's student body will suffer for quish their responsibilities. In the case
of Student Lectureships, they owe the
it. First, I believe the election procedure
student body an explanation and a new
was irresponsible, and second, their decision was irresponsible. I accept that it vote.
I also question Student Council's
was constitutional, but that is regardless
Joe
of the candidates.
judgment
if they were wrong.
I suppose I shall be called a sore
Lipscomb has done an excellent job this
n
of Student Lectureships.
year as
loser by many students and by Peter
This year we have had eight events, douand Kirk Johnston, the team of
ble the number of lectures held during
who were elected for the position.
I am.
the previous year, with only slightly
Letters of intent for chair of the more funds. Our speakers have been
committee were due on Friday, April both liberal and conservative, with current issues of concern guiding our selec19. Two were submitted. One by Joe
Lipscomb and one by Mr. Belton and tions, not political persuasions. Our lecMr. Johnston. On Sunday, April 22, tures have initiated serious debate and
attendance at the events has proven that
they were read at the weekly Student
students, faculty, administration and
Council meeting by the Executive Comcommunity members were interested in
mittee. 6 of the 29 members of Student
the lecturers: on four occasions we filled
Council were present. A quorum is 15.
of Rosse Hall. Joe
The vote was 6 with 3 abstaining. It
was completely legal. But I would like Lipscomb has clearly proven an ability
to organize and direct a quality lecture
to claim it was also irresponsibly handschedule. The other candiates, however,
led because an appropriate amount of
have no experience with this type of
concern and interest was not dework, and they had not demonstrated
monstrated in the election proceedings,
any interest in Student Lectureships until
and therefore the election is invalid.
There was no discussion following the last Sunday.
In the case of Student Lectureships,
letters, 13 members of the council were
absent, and two of those present were continuity is a major factor in having a
successful year. Before we began our
proxies who could not have checked
with their representatives on how to tenure, we worked with the previous
on their last two lectures. Over
vote. Indicative of the casual attitude
the past year, Joe Lipscomb has deand uninformed atmosphere which permeated the election is the fact that the veloped a wealth of contacts through
meeting began with 22 members, but 6 faculty, alumni, lecture agencies, and
left before the Student Lectureships vote lecturers we have had this year. These
was taken, including the treasurer, who would have saved time and money, and
more than anyone else should have have led to high quality speakers.
Should this resource be ignored? The
stayed to vote. (Student Lectureships
has a budget of $12,000.) In fact, this other candidates will be starting from
outright disrespect for the importance of scratch. Joe Lipscomb also rests on the
the Student Lectureships Committee
efficient network we have constructed
was provided with a foundation when on campus for publicity, housing,
earlier the president himself made jokes
food, and other arrangements
about some of the letters of intent for necessary for a professional lectureships
Judicial Board positions. In short, the job. Certainly it is impossible not to
proceedings last Sunday were legal, but judge Joe Lipscomb more qualified than
any student on campus for chair of the
incomplete. They were short on inforStudent Lectureships Committee.
mation and seriousness. In the future,
all members of council should be present
I have heard the complaint that Joe
and I "centralized" all power of the Student Lectureships Committee. To a great
degree we did, and we suffered for it
through being
Next year,
Joe is committed to using fully the combeen the cost in terms of general interest
mittee. But his is not a criticism which
and service to a diversified community?
diminishes his potential and skills. If it
If the faculty or administration have deis taken seriously, it is part of the trendy
cided to cut some jobs and programs
fixation for numerical balance over qualand to retain others for ideological
ity. Student Council is obligated to elect
reasons, have good teachers been let go?
a Student Lectureships chair who will
In the final result, the danger of ideology
bring interesting and provocative speakis not indoctrination, but the establishment of a system of false judgment that ers to Kenyon. Joe Lipscomb has proven
he can meet this challenge. But Student
masks incompetence with rhetoric.
Council handed $12,000 to two individuals with no record or experience in
Sincerely,
Student Lectureships activities. I ask
Eugene Dwyer
you to demand an explanation from StuAssociate Professor
dent Council and a new vote on the
of Art History
aforementioned position. They acted ir
co-cha-

we will soon see a community in which
the members are afraid to voice their

responsibly with our money in their
cision.
Sincerely,
James E. Rossman,
Student Lectureship Committee

de-

25,
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Don't abandon the effort to evaluate
To the Editor:
The tradition of liberal education
at Kenyon has been to teach students to
think. Provost Irish's notion that "all
education is political," besides boring
people to death in the ensuing controversy, has the consequence that the
effort to be impartial or to evaluate is
abandoned and the common understanding that education is best furthered by
broad questioning and evaluating is undermined. However the very goal of a
liberal education is to attempt to overcome the tendency towards bias and preto open up and broaden stujudice
dents' perspective. It is a kind of doublespeak to label this "conservative" since
this is the essence of a liberal education.
Two things happen when the effort
to evaluate is abandoned. Liberal education as we have known it disappears and
advocacy and political education takes
its place. Collegiality disappears and
that community of scholars who share

a common effort is replaced by

with two more to leave the score 5 at
the half.
Kenyon roared back in the second
half and scored three goals before Wooster scored again to tie it at 8 with 13.55
remaining. The two teams then exchanged goals until regulation time ex0
pired with a
tie showing on the
scoreboard.
In the first half of the
overtime, Wooster scored and things
looked grim for Kenyon. However, For--

dyce scored a quick goal in the second
half of the overtime to tie it, and Jessica
Brown put the icing on the cake by scoring with 1:37 remaining to make the
final score
Special credit should be given
Fordyce, who scored an incredible sn
points, and also Moyles, who had sots
key saves during the game. Above all.
the entire lacrosse team should hi
praised for the unity and determinate
show in this contest.

exp

sions of moral indignation and outrage
upon hearing differing opinions; stu.
dents write letters to alumni or, as j
.....

lMk,

tuners

Many think that these activities indicate
intellectual ferment, but instead (here
suit is a poisoned atmosphere
busily defending, no listening.
real discussion going forward.
What is required is, not necessarih
more conservative speakers invited it
Kenyon or a further polarization of the
campus, but an administration which
supports critical inquiry in the classroom, an administration which support
openness and curiosity rather than
and commitment, an
whose hiring and educational
policies do not reflect a particular devotion and favoritism, and an administra
tion which prizes excellence above all
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Emmert '86
andclosej-mind-
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Overtime win
Continued from page five

1
before an
overcame the Scotties
enthusiastic crowd.
In this home finale for the Ladies,
three goals were scored in the first minutes of play, one for Wooster and two
the
for Kenyon. After leading
Ladies hit a dry spell for about eleven
minutes, during which Wooster scored
four unanswered goals. Kenyon then
scored a pair, but Wooster answered
12-1-
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Soloway deserves additional financial compensation
To the Editor:
As aspiring jazz musicians, we are
greatly concerned with the rather dubious position and prospects of jazz and
contemporary music at our college. We
are very much afraid of losing our popular and talented adjunct instructor, Ms.
and with her, the inJulie Soloway
strumental and vocal jazz ensembles,
Kenyon jazz concerts and the bulk of
private jazz instruction.
Having done all that she could
through the Music Department, Soloway
relinquished the cause of jazz to us. She
has answered our questions on past proceedings, where the information was
deemed appropriate, and she has agreed
to let us do what we can.
From our admittedly subjective
but, we hope, rational viewpoint, we
vehemently believe that Soloway should
be given additional compensation to
continue in her role as the jazz director
at Kenyon. We are not asking that jazz
be expanded, but only that it be supported so that it may continue in its present form. We believe that the arguments in favor of this action are overwhelming. Those arguments consist (in
abbreviated form) of the following submissions:
1) There is need and enthusiasm
for jazz at Kenyon. The intensity and
longevity of this interest may be seen in
the current popularity of jazz concerts,
in the opinions of students, and by consideration of the relative popularity of
jazz and associated contemporary music
in relation to the other forms of music
currently taught at Kenyon. Jazz is the
only form of music taught here which
was born in America. It occupies a significant place in modern culture and is
found in most college curriculums. It is
not a passing fad.
2) Kenyon will surely be benefited
by the continuation of jazz. It is an attraction to prospective students and an
asset to those already here. It is a valuable medium for Kenyon performers, for
it not only allows personal expression
through improvisation, but it demands
it. Concerts provide valuable experience
for performers, and give entertainment
and cultural exposure to the community.
Perhaps most importantly, jazz concerts
get people into Rosse Hall. Perfor

mances and their publicity benefit both
the College and the Music Department.
3) While the present situation is no
one's fault, it is an unfair one, and one
which grossly wastes human resources.
Though Soloway is a splendid and dedicated teacher, she is also a gifted artist.
But because, as adjunct, she is paid so
little for the vocal and instrumental jazz
groups, she is forced to work frantically
lessons per
(at a pace of 30
week) to make ends meet. We doubt
very much that any teacher works for
as many (38) contact hours, as Soloway
does. She has had to forego her organ
recital (scheduled for April) because she
simply has not had time to practice. In her
present situation, she has no time to
practice and maintain her own craft. The
above argument would have little
value if Soloway had not
been led (unintentionally) that her prospects would be better than they are. But
she was.
We are doubtful that a replacement
for Soloway could be found who would
be willing to do so much work for so
little compensation. Aside from lessons
her raised salary as adjunct for the combined ensembles is $850.00 per semester
e
or $1700.00 for the year. The one
position in the department excluding private lessons is $9000.00. The full
time salary is unknown to us, but (from
what we've
deduced
from their
schedules) they have no more than six
private students and approximately six
plus hours of classroom work per week
totalling approximately
8
hours per
week.
We recognize that the issue of jazz
at Kenyon should come foremost in all
of this. We are not writing merely out
of devotion for Soloway, but are truly
concerned for the future of Kenyon jazz.
The aspect of Soloway's position, however, is inextricably tied to the former
issue. To neglect presenting some argument on her behalf would be to unfairly
represent the case; it would make our
requests less worthy of fulfillment. It
would surprise us if Soloway returned
to Kenyon next year - if she must return
to the same absurd conditions she has
labored under to this date. And then
where would we be? We would be with-- ,
out a percussion teacher, and without a
jazz piano and synthesizer teacher, and
50-minu- te

non-sentimen- tal

half-tim-

12-1-

without a jazz voice teacher. We wot!;
be without an instrumental jazz band
irector, and without a vocal jazz director
Of course, on the other hand, the coll;;;
would save $850.00 a semester.
We recently brought these maner-tJerry Irish. Mr. Irish recognized
assets of jazz in promoting both
school and the Mr': Department, ft
stated that, if the Music Department cars
to him with a budgeted proposal,
could and would look for funds to compensate Julie for her work. He did no:
promise that he would be able to fine
money, but only that he would loot
However, Mr. Irish did tell us that an;
money he found for jazz would not
taken away from funds intended forth;
Music Department. In a meeting with Mi
Rubenstein, Mr. Taylor, Mr.
Dave Sudak and Diane Sauder, the general consensus of the professors was th
"we're still not certain if jazz warrant.'
we're not sure
a Dart time Dosition .
if jazz is the way we want to go.
Mr. Taylor, Mr. Rubenstein, Mr
Locke and Mr. Irish have all been vet;
helpful by listening to us and by makiri;
suggestions. It would be most unfair
say that they are "against jazz in
of itself.
th
In conclusion, we recognize
the administration and Music Departmer.
nowe us nothing. And we demand
reflothing other than a conscientious
ation (or a thinking-over- )
of the information given. As a legitimate cause,
request their attention (and we belief
that
we have received it). We beg
validity
there is any doubt as to the
'information eiven either in this letter
or in other letters or statements by
reque
that we will be informed. We
factors
other
any
also, if there are
volved. which we haven t Drou2" t
make!
which weigh in the decision to
i
under
jazz
for
small commitment
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formed of them.
Once again, we do not
change the present curriculum.
quest only that some remuneration
work
Soloway be secured, for the
would continue to do, so that
momentum of jazz may continue.
Sincerely,
Rick Brown, Jo Child
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